
Mobile app development



WHO WE ARE

Rosberry is a team of professional developers from Russia. 
Since 2010 we have been developing native mobile applications for iOS and Android platforms. 
For the last 6 years we have launched a range of successful projects to top the AppStore 
and GooglePlay rankings, 6 of those apps were featured by Apple. 
We can confidently employ different technologies like photo and video processing, animations 
and transitions, geolocation and geofencing, e-payments and in-app purchases, communication 
and chatting, data storage and retrieval, that is why we embark on projects of any complexity. 
We have learned by our own experience that to get a good and well-rounded product we should 
develop it by ourselves,  for this very reason we collect the requirements, design the interface, 
code and test on our own.



7 PROJECTS
WE ARE PROUD OF



SPLIT PIC

4.5

iOS, WatchOS

SplitPic lets you create flawless looking images 
blending several outrageous shots together. 
Special photo editing tools, stickers and layouts 
make SplitPic stand out among its innumerable 
peers.

AppStore
rating

Featured
by Apple

50m
Downloads



MADE WITH
SPLIT PIC



FADED

4.5

iOS

Faded is the premier photo processing app 
with powerful professional editing tools 
to completely customize your photo. 
It comes packed with color bursting gradients, 
light leaks, emulsions, and unique frames.

AppStore
rating

Featured
by Apple



MADE WITH
FADED



TRACKD

4.0

iOS

Trackd is an app to record and sketch out 
your ideas, songs and demos, find friends 
and co-writers to become collaborators. 
You can share your music to Facebook 
or Twitter to gain access to a worldwide 
pool of musicians.

AppStore
rating

Featured
by Apple



FONT CANDY

5.0

iOS

Font Candy is the app to allow you to mask 
your photos with captions or simply overlay 
your images with text. Hand-picked fonts 
will help you create intricate designs 
with symbols.

AppStore
rating



MADE WITH
FONT CANDY



TRUSTED INSIGHT
iOS, Android

A mobile client for a web platform specially 
designed for the institutionalized investors. 
News, ratings, events and vacancies 
are carefully curated and fed to a definite user 
to take a final decision or share with colleagues 
and friends.  

Coming 
soon



SKIPQS
iOS, Android

SkipQs is a 4 click food and drinks ordering app 
to let a client make an order in any cafe 
or restaurant nearby and pay within an app 
to just pick it up within seconds. 



CINEPIC

4.2

Android 

Cinepic is a template-driven video collage 
generator which is optimized for Instagram, 
Facebook, Tumblr. It is a unique app as it 
lets you combine photo, video and audio data.  
Its compact size and highly visual nature 
make it perfect for messaging.

Google Play
rating

100k
Downloads
over 3 weeks



CONTACTS

Skype:
Email:
Web:

Office:

rosberry4u
develop@rosberry.com
rosberry.com

40 Frunze Street, office 302
Omsk, Russian Federation
644043


